
Konstant Fetches 5-Stars for English Language
E-Learning Android App
Konstant has yet again pined to build a
massive new app for English Language E-
Learning that would also solidify its mark
on the mobile app development industry

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, October 3, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Having an app
for translating Arabic to English feels
like a modest upgrade to the existing
translating services available
elsewhere. Konstant made a big play
about what it can actually do, rather
than gangbanger specification
changes, but perhaps that are fair
given we're topping out on what a
smartphone is really needed for these
days. With the increasing demands of
having a dedicated app for studying,
practicing and learning Arabic words,
Konstant was sorely taxed to keep up
with other translators online. This app
impresses first time users and is
convenient for the experient ones. This
translator platform streamlines the
workflow, making it easy for the users
to study and practice words and text messages. 

This application impersonates real-time tutors and is especially suited for native Arabians who
are not adept with the English language. This app acquits the users from the beginning of
learning English to mastering and speaking perfectly like Native Arabians. 

This educational app comes as a free gift for all the native Arabians who want to learn English
with a record-breaking YouTube channel that teaches English language - The American English
Channel: zAmicanEnglish. This channel already enjoys current user base of over 2 lac users.

Like uber for tutor app, where users can study words, notes and achieve level up according to
performance in the quiz at end of each topic. Full courses have been provided for learning
words, reading lessons, audio lessons, explaining rules, conversation, learning through movies,
listening courses to strengthen listening skills of users and many other courses. Each course has
a wide range of video and audio lessons. It also includes a list of the words of each lesson
through which users can listen to those words to ensure that they do not forget the
pronunciation. Users can create their own word lists to put in the most difficult words that they
need to review and practice together.
This application for English Language E-Learning has achieved 5-star rating on Clutch, which is a
globally renowned independent review and research firm. Primary selection criteria include

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.konstantinfo.com/blog/uber-for-tutors-an-instructive-initiative-by-young-entrepreneurs/


timely project delivery, adeptness to
technological changes and client
requirements. 

According to Vipin Jain, CEO, Konstant,
"We have been leading with simplicity
and hard work, putting it on the path
of growth through multiple efforts and
reforms that breathed life in the
mobile app development industry.
Spectacles like this have become a
familiar experience for us. We have
always tried to set possible goals and
optimistic time frames and has always
tried and true to recalibrate to be a
little more realistic.” 

He further says, “We have always been
making internal schedules that are
more aggressive than that to match up
with external promised schedules. We
have been dealing with day-by-day and
hour-by-hour forecasts and sometimes
even minute-by-minute countdowns
and fallouts from missed schedules are
severe.”

About Konstant Infosolutions

Konstantinfo is a leading mobile app development industry since past 15 years and has earned a
lot of respect from its overseas projects. It has been consistently coming up and fulfilling client's
requirements time and again. Its solutions include chat solutions, on-demand app solution,
directory app solution, classified app Solution, and e-commerce.
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